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Abstract
Recently, there has been great interest in the community over heterogeneous wireless networks in order to
support services with high quality. The integration of Wimax and Wi-Fi technologies in communication systems
such as Voice ,FTP,Video conducted heterogeneous system and reveal that the proposed network selection
technique can effectively decide the optimum network through making trade-offs among network condition, user
preference while avoiding frequent handoffs. We identify vertical handover decision algorithm suitable for
multimode mobile devices based on the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) and evaluate its performance through
simulation by Opnet.
This paper gives a comparative analysis of two queuing systems FIFO and WFQ by showing the advantages of
using suitable weight which was calculated by AHP. The simulation results show that WFQ technique has a
superior quality than FIFO. It could be opportunity to network designers and suppliers are providing the resources
to servers more efficient use.
Keywords: WiFi,Wimax, Quality of Service (QoS), Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), First in First out( FIFO),
Weight Fair Queue (WFQ)
1. Introduction
Today, advances in wireless communication technologies are driving the evolution toward ubiquitous and
seamless service delivery across wireless systems. End users will access services via several existing access
technologies such as General Packet Radio Service (GPRS), wireless local area network (WLAN), and
Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (Wimax).
Wimax is taken a relevant role in reaching the goal of realizing a full-service network all over urban and
suburban area. At the same time, the wireless local area networks (WLAN) is widely used for in-home or short
range communications, mainly basing on the Wi-Fi. The integration of Wimax and Wi-Fi technologies in
communication systems requires the framework of intelligent vertical handoff decision algorithms to enable
mobile users to seamlessly switch network access and experience uninterrupted service continuity anywhere and
anytime by maintaining certain properties, mainly in terms of QoS.
People of the modern world are interested in using various network services like VOIP, Video conferencing,
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Email, Internet,… and File Transfer in every place and time. Different types of Traffic Management systems are
used in those services. Each router in the network must implement some queuing disciplines that govern the
packets are buffered while waiting to be transmitted.
Future mobile users will be always best connected anywhere and anytime via diverse access technologies and
possibly in a Multi-operator of environment. This fact is posing unprecedented challenges to the resource
management problem in such networks. In the competitive environment, the ultimate goal of resource
management is maximizing provider’s revenue.
Quality of services perceive in each network, including bandwidth, delay, Jitter and packet loss also cost are
important in communication. User preferences in application are depend on the mentioned parameters.
Since wireless networks in technology access, network architecture, transport protocols, network coverage and
other factors vary together, so different application has created various traffic in each of their users into the
(first-come first serve) FIFO queue discipline which are entered in heterogeneous environment (Kerstin B.
Johnsson, 2004). In this method all packets are treated equally by placing them into a single queue, then
servicing them in the same order which they were placed in the queue. Delay and jitter will be increases in this
method therefore other flows may be lost. (Gayathri Chandrasekaran, 2001).
According to the wireless network conditions that can only limited resources to address quality requirements to
suit users allocate their preferences, mechanisms to allocate sufficient bandwidth available to different
applications, to proportionate require quality of users.
Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) offers fair queuing that divides the available bandwidth between flows of traffic
based on weights. Proper weight assigned to each queue and serves the higher weight queue which will be given
rating priority in heterogeneous network. If the available bandwidth allocated to queue with lower priority is
possible only if the queue of traffic there isn't a higher weight. (Binbin Chen and Mun Choon Chan, 2006)
Meanwhile, in order to combine multiple criteria together,weights are required to represent their relative
importance, so certain weighting method, e.g. analytical hierarchy process (AHP) , should be used to evaluate
their weights. (Q. Y. Song and A. Jamalipour, 2005)
This survey article analyzes the most recent research efforts in area of queue theory and Multiple Attribute
Decision Making, in integrated two wireless networks such as Wimax and Wi-Fi, attempting to allocate the
appropriate weight which is calculated by AHP to the queue of users with different applications in order to priority
queue WFQ is developed to provide quality services at minimum cost and delay also with maximum performance.
2. Related Work
Mobile users require wireless communication interface to facilitate connection to the internet, phone, video
conference and other services. To this end management system for standards movement local wireless networks
and wide wireless network have been proposed extensively. These systems based on different compounds to
support mobility management and continuity in connect between networks. Characteristics such as bandwidth,
delay, packet loss rate and cost in this decision take into consideration. Compare the performance of these
networks decision vertical handoff by decision making techniques such as TOPSIS, SAW, GRA, MEW has been
done. (Enrique Stevens-Navarro and Vincent W.S. Wong, 2006)
Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) AHP propose network selection scheme to weigh of QoS parameters. With
these parameters, the authors construct an AHP hierarchy based on their relationships. QoS is placed in the
topmost level as the objective, main QoS parameters is describing network condition such as availability,
throughput, timeliness, reliability, security. The mechanism is divided into three main logical function blocks:
collecting data, processing data and making decision. Service quality parameters based on user preferences and
applications desired weight are given. Rating serve this purpose, users with a minimum time occurs. (Meriem
Kassar, Brigitte Kervella, 2005)
Consequently, network selection techniques play a vital role in ensuring quality of service in heterogeneous
networks. The proposed scheme comprises two parts, with the first applying an analytic hierarchy process (AHP)
to decide the relative weights of evaluative criteria set according to user preferences and service applications,
while the second adopts the obtained weight to users queue. In the simplest situation when the order entry queue
user traffic based on demand reached earlier, their service will be done sooner. In fact, if a network or servers
available for application to higher quality services that require access to ongoing support services were not in
queue and wait time to spend equal.(Q. Song and A. Jamalipour ,2005)
While entering users by WFQ desirability serve more traffic queues under conditions of networks, the different
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applications require various performance which are more flexible. (Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 2002)
3. Heterogeneous wireless networks
Development of wireless communication networks to provide comprehensive integrated services is created.
Users move typically to access network services by Global Mobile System (GSM), GPRS, Universal Mobile
Telecommunications System (UMTS), Wi-Fi and WIMAX.
Mentioned networks with regard to how the extent of coverage and access are divided to wireless personal area
network, local wireless networks, wireless Metropolitan Area Network, wide wireless networks and Satellite
Network. The combination of different technologies provides the possibility of data services and high-quality
media. (A. Salkintzis, 2004)
Recent studies show that Wide Wireless Networks like Wimax allows integration with Local Wireless Networks
such as Wi-Fi for multimedia services and others are under the IP protocol. (Kandaraj Piamrat, C´esar Viho, Adlen
Ksentini, Jean-Marie Bonnin, 2008)
The Wimax standard 802.16 to about 400 m radius and bandwidth 3.5 GHZ with a maximum data rate 20 Mbps
and bandwidth 2.4 GHZ support users and under the standard 802.11 Wi-Fi cover services up to 80-70 m with a
maximum radius bandwidth of 54Mbps and data rate at 4 / 2 GHZ .These two wireless technologies have
common factors but the communication area are different.
Many access points in Wi-Fi are needed to support users as one base station of Wimax. Wi-Fi technology
suitable for domestic use because of its coverage areas is short. While, Wimax is designed for long distances.
Wi-Fi can support 12 users per access point, while Wimax can be up to 500 users at a base station supports.
Wimax and Wi-Fi may combine their respective advantages on coverage and data rates, offering a high Quality
of Service (QoS) to mobile users in heavy traffic. (H.Nmuyingi, T.Muchenje,2008)
In wireless communication network, each mobile user received several request which is encountered at any time
and any where. Terminal decides whether communication through the same network must be done or should be
connected to another network. Traditionally, the handoff process has been considered and studied among
wireless networks using the same access technology (e.g., among cells of a cellular network) which is named
horizontal handoff. Now, with the emerging mix of overlapped heterogeneous wireless networks deployed, the
handoff has more complicated process. The handoff process among networks using different access technologies
is defined as vertical handoff. (D. Chalmers and M. Sloman, current version2009)
3.1 Quality of Service Mechanisms in Wireless Networks
Quality of Services is based on the application, a set of service performance and the effect of determining the
degree of user satisfaction in how to provide their service according to European Telecommunications Standards
Institute. QoS parameters are including bandwidth, delay, jitter (delay variation), packet loss for delivery of
network services such as voice, video conferencing and other application which can control by network
administrators to provide users consent.
In case of same bandwidth is assigned to different applications, consequently service performance will be
reduced. Allocation of service providers according to the level of traffic and service quality may be differed. For
example, voice requires low bandwidth, but the lack of packet, low delay and jitter could be little. Users of video
accept lack of some packets, but the delay and jitter is not acceptable. Internet traffic often has the lowest priority
because of the connection through with minimal delay is approved and it can accept the lack of packages.
Multimedia has shorter delay and needs bigger bandwidth. Applications such as e-mail do not sensitive to delay
and bandwidth but lack of packet is important. But Real-time applications like video conferencing are sensitive
to delay and require a lot of bandwidth. (Y.-B. Lin,1997)
On the other hand moves between two different networks need to recognize and permit when moving from one
network to another network in a minimum delay. Satisfaction of users will be achieved in lowest possible delay
in services and highest performance.
3.2 Service to users queue
Queuing Theory of many networks can be modeled by a set of lines where users arrive with a certain rate and
leave the network in another rate. Queuing is the way of traffic packets are lined and waited for processing by
the scheduler. The scheduler decides which queue and packets should be transmitted. The order in which the
scheduler selects the packets to process can effect to network performance.
The main characteristics of queue process is order entry that often serve as receptors in a single specific time or
average time between two continues arrival are expressed. The arrivals of new request into a cell in
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heterogeneous network depend on arrival distribution which are considered different. Application requirements
can be different according to parameters such as bandwidth and delay. Rating service rate μ and arrival rate λ in
customer networks would be varied. (Enrique Stevens-Navarro and Vincent W.S. Wong, 2008)
Exponential distribution in wireless networks is more common. For instance, the conversational applications often
prefer to pay less cost therefore the exponential distribution model fitted well for the time of serving .Applications
such as file transfer, because the size of a large variance hypo-exponential distribution can be spent time in the
service can be used. (M. Li, M. Claypool, R. Kinicki, and J. Nichols, 2005)
In heterogeneous environment, the nature and characteristics of each network are different therefore generally can
not fixed rate for the distribution of arrival and time for service handoff .It may assume that the arrival rate of new
user follows a Poisson process for application such as voice ,date and duration of a service is assumed
exponentially distributed.( Faouzi Zarai,2008)
For our purpose, the exponential process is considered to be a reasonably good approximation since we are
dealing with a connection-level admission control and resource management.
3.2.1 Method of Weight fair queue
Weighted Fair Queueing (WFQ) offers fair queueing that divides the available bandwidth between flows of
traffic based on weights. It is one of dynamic allocation method in providing quality services which is with
increasing traffic or changing application, the queue weights are updated. (U.Fiedler, 2001) The bandwidth
would be divided unequally in many services in networks. For instance, when a type of real-time traffic with data
traffic should be served, real-time traffic requires less bandwidth. In such cases the specific weighting for each
line is used and the amount of dedicated bandwidth to each connection based on the weighting is determined. (T.
Ahmed, K. Kyamakya, and M. Ludwig, 2006)
In this research, decision criteria are based on applications and wireless network profile. Queue is weighted by
using AHP which will be set manually.
4. Weight to queue of users by AHP technique
Thomas L. Saaty develops a system called AHP (figure1) that transforms the pairwise comparison scores into
weights of different attributes and priorities of all alternatives on each attribute to given weight assignment.
The procedure of AHP can be summarized as: 1) formulate the problem; 2) determine the relative weights of the
comparison attributes; 3) compare the alternatives on each attribute; and 4) aggregate weights to produce final
evaluation.(V. K. Thomas ,2007)
In the delivery of packets among networks with different technologies suitable assignment is depended on
consent of users which is appropriate by AHP model according to Kerstin B. Johnsson (2004). Applying of AHP
in decision making is based on user preferences and user application to assign respective weights. In network
selection, users try to service in any place and any time through optimized network is chosen. Investigate the
service quality at the highest level of the hierarchy to select the network, so confident in quality of service profile
will be the target selection process network.
AHP has been selected because the ability to create various weights between each target. It is allowed the user to
solve complex problem by instructing ideas hierarchically and then perform the paired comparison of the elements.
Decision making parameters have been considered such as network conditions (bandwidth, delay, jitter and packet
loss and the costs of wireless network) and user preferences in services (applications in real time and non real) .
Based on priorities by users, scores between 1 to 9 was assigned, while score 1 with the highest preference and the
lowest is 9. (T. Ahmed, K. Kyamakya, and M. Ludwig, 2006)
5. Proposed model
Wireless communication system environment with different technologies in applications such as voice, video and
data are considered and users are on the move between local and wide wireless networks. Mobile users have
possibility to obtain their services from different type of technology in some parts of environment .Movement
between networks depend on the quality of service requirements which are necessary to create a heterogeneous
networks .Users pass into heterogeneous environment under exponential distribution with hypothetical rate to
achieve their service.
Typically schedule algorithm will be FIFO which is allocated equal bandwidth to the ability to assign users with
minimum bandwidth to each user and avoid packet loss has to be arrived.
While if we consider users arrive under WFQ discipline, it will be possible to assign suitable weight to users
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stations with different applications that are far from serving. Weights are considered based on user preferences and
access network profile which is calculated by AHP.
The parameters are determined based on the importance of each criteria such as cost, bandwidth, delay, jitter, and
packet loss based on user preferences are assessed .Available networks are evaluated in comparing mentioned
indicators . Voice, video services (real time service) and data transfer (non-real time service) are studied.
Proper weight for each indicators in handoff between Wi-Fi and Wimax are assigned and their average are
determined by AHP. Allocated weights to each queue can varied and determined the amount of resource that the
router are allow to assign to desired queue ,it remains constant during the time of connection.
In Figure 2 observed conceptual model how weight of WFQ scheduling that calculated by AHP is assigned to
base stations of Wimax or access point of Wi-Fi. Therefore queue of users with different application will be
served under WFQ.
5.1 Calculation of weights by AHP
Users arrive in heterogeneous environments, appropriate network of those that are available, based on user
preferences are selected in minimum delay and maximum throughput. If suitable network is not selected for
service to user when are moving between Wimax, base stations and Wi-Fi ,access points handoff may occur several
times ,therefore delivery operation lead may be disconnected. Unrealistic and non-useful of delivery operations
will be cause of reducing quality of service. Service delivery for better communication means that not only
communicates but also in the best possible quality service at any time and place should be done.
Gathered information such as user preferences and network conditions as input to the decision algorithm have been
collected by distributing questionnaires among users and experts of network design. QoS parameters in each
application associated with the goal of best quality, are varied. Therefore, these parameters and cost for different
applications with lower and higher values are compared .(Q. Song and A. Jamalipour, 2005)
The fundamental scale for pairwise are considered as follows:
- Intensity of importance of 1 is defined as equal importance
- Intensity of importance of 3 is defined as moderate importance
- Intensity of importance of 5 is defined as strong importance
- Intensity of importance of 7 is defined as extreme importance
Table 1 shows preferences of user in application such as file transfer based on pairwise comparison matrix of
cost and Qos parameters. An element in the matrix is 1 when it compare with itself and the other element depend
on user preference .User ask themselves how much application of FTP is an average of all elements. As general
rule, each element listed in left hand column is compared with the element of top row .If the comparison is
important the cells fill in with and integer and in the opposite case the judgment is a fraction.
For combining multiple criteria together, the weight is needed to evaluate that AHP technique is used . For each
matrix, reasonable adjustment is also evaluated. If a combination of voice and video applications or other
application were desired by mobile user, combined weights should be calculated.
The output of the process are the overall preferences for the five elements is solved using the geometric mean
method over each column which results are shown in table 2.As it can be observed lack of parcel is important for
FTP's user because its weight is 0.487.
With the calculated relative scores the priorities (i.e. weights) for the 5 objectives in terms of the overall goal in
each application of voice, FTP and video is obtained.
Table 3 is compared of Wi-Fi and Wimax in view of Bandwidth .For selecting a suitable network pairwise
comparison matrixes for each parameters are formed.
Preference matrix are normalized and determined with the average weight of each network AHP technique to
different applications in the indices. Arithmetic mean of weights of FTP, video and audio is calculated in table 4.
Network with the highest score is selected for each application. For instance user with application of video
prefers to select Wimax and Wi-Fi for FTP is chosen.
6. Simulation of model in Opnet:
Simulation model in Opnet Software oriented simulation language that can be done. The OPNET model library
provides several queuing mechanisms that are commonly used in network routers and switches. These include
First In First Out (FIFO) and Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ).
In this research, heterogeneous environment, consisting of several Wimax base stations, Wi-Fi access points and
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routers based on QoS parameters are considered. In mobile communication, when users of the previous station
want to the next moves, the current relationship between the user's previous base station and mobile base stations
in the next delivery, should be preserved. We compare deferent queue technique, incoming packets which is lined
based on FIFO with WFQ that the weight of the user preferences was assigned according to AHP technique.
Different parameters of QoS are considered and user preferences based on application of sound, Video and file
transfer are investigated. FIFO, WFQ purpose actually served a balance between complexities is forming. (figure
3)In this study, comparing these two discipline where considered in the available networks and applications to
change, forming the best service is done. Process queue weights setting time intervals specified by the network
administrator of the system. Minimizing delay and try to make the maximum performance is target in service to
users.
7. Evaluation of the proposed method
Users with any application, prefer that in minimum delay are served .The weight from applying preferences of
users by AHP technique in figure 4 is observed that delay in arrival of users in comparison of FIFO and WFQ is
lower .
During the integration and interaction in vertical handoff between Wi-Fi and Wimax technology performance
compared for FIFO and WFQ. In Figure 5 and 6 observed that WFQ offers a more optimal state as more packed
during time can be served.
8. Conclusion
Wi-Fi and Wimax networks have different characteristics in flow of traffic management and quality of services.
Access point of Wi-Fi communicates with base station of Wimax in the simulation. Mobility of users in a wide
area and access anywhere will be guarantee in Wimax, while we have limited access in Wi-Fi under places near
to access points. Using Wi-Fi can support users at lower cost .On the other hand, Wimax with high access rate
that is causing network integration can be support needs of users . Apparently, Wimax and Wi-Fi technologies
would be as complements.
Combining of two technologies satisfactory performance for users is increased in more optimal use of network
traffic when loaded. Coverage of Wimax in heterogeneous environments and some access point in area of Wi-Fi
would be a solution to communicate across.
To cover wireless networks would be ideal choice for users on application of FTP, voice and video. Moreover,
the combination of wireless technologies such as Wimax and Wi-Fi is possible solution for high speed
communications. Even it is effective in cheapest price of components for communications in local and wide area.
The obtained results in delay and performance could be used for network designers to practice as a strategy for the
performance of network. Also it will be usable for Internet providers to adjust application parameters to achieve
optimal levels of service quality in heterogeneous wireless networks. The result may show that bandwidth
available for allocation among the queues of traffic can be classified as appropriate.
Simulation results show that if the traffic queues are weighted quality requirements of voice and video services
order entry management WFQ are more regular. End to end delay, jitter is lower thus quality of services provided
by WFQ very appropriate comparing with FIFO.
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Table 1. pairwise comparison matrix
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FTP

cost

Bandwidth

Delay

Packet loss

Jitter

cost

1

3

3

1/3

7

Bandwidth

1/3

1

1

1/5

5

Delay

1/3

1

1

1/5

5

Packet loss

3

5

5

1

7

Jitter

1/7

1/5

1/5

1/7

1
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Table 2. Calculation of criteria weights for FTP by AHP
cost

Bandwidth

Delay

Packet loss

Jitter

rjk

Root(5)

AHP

cost

1

3

3

0.3333

7

20.9979

1.83838

0.256

Bandwidth

0.3333

1

1

0.2

5

0.3333

0.802726

0.112

Delay

0.3333

1

1

0.2

5

0.3333

0.802726

0.112

Packet loss

3

5

5

1

7

525

3.499708

0.487

Jitter

0.1428

0.2

0.2

1

0.1428

0.000816

0.241159

0.034

7.184698

1

Table 3. Comparing Wi-Fi and Wimax in view of Bandwidth
bandwidth

Wi-Fi

wimax

rjk

1

5

0.2000

1

wifi
wimax

Root(5)

AHP

5

2.236068

0.833

0.2

0.447214

0.167

2.683282

1

Table 4. The average weights of FTP, video and audio

Wifi
Wimax

FTP
0.7361
0.2697

Video
0.3691
0.6319

Voice
0.1986
0.7994

Figure 1. AHP

Figure 2. Context model of wireless communication in heterogeneous environments
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Figure 3. Simulation model user mobility in heterogeneous environments Opnet

Figure 4. Comparison of delay in FIFO and WFQ

Figure 5. Performance service under FIFO discipline

Figure 6. Performance service under WFQ discipline
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